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 Lectra helps patterns, markers and products move through the new automotive supply chain faster with a single or multiple
production lines, automated from pattern-making and/or marker-making to industrial grade finishing. Automated patterns

Automated pattern-making is an industrial-grade process that automatically converts CAD drawings into cost-effective patterns,
and gives the ability to verify patterns against the CAD drawings. Automated pattern-making can be performed directly from a

CAD file, or, through a series of intermediates, such as DXF, or other standard formats. As CAD files are often shared by many
designers, the ability to verify CAD files against patterns will allow CAD designers and engineers to check their work against

what has already been produced and avoid making costly mistakes. Pattern generation In pattern-making, CAD software
generates pattern points for cutting lines, holes, and features. These points are used to create an accurate, scalable pattern that
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can be used in rapid manufacturing technologies, such as laser cutting, water jet cutting, hot stamping, and others. It can also be
used in traditional cutting processes such as die-cutting, for creating complex patterns, and for part decoration and packaging.

Pattern matching Pattern matching, or exact pattern generation, allows for a high degree of accuracy in the placement of pattern
points. Pattern matching uses pattern generation techniques to match a CAD drawing with a pattern. The resulting pattern can
then be cut on an industrial-grade laser, waterjet, and many other technologies. Pattern evaluation In pattern evaluation, CAD
software evaluates a pattern against CAD drawings and identifies geometric errors or deviations from the CAD drawings. The
geometric deviations can then be corrected and the CAD drawings re-verified. Pattern Verification Pattern verification allows

CAD drawings to be verified against patterns. Pattern verification allows CAD design and engineering to be used to check
patterns against CAD drawings. It allows errors to be identified and corrected in the CAD drawings, and generates reports to

allow the CAD design and engineering to be communicated to other members in the process. Marker creation Markers are used
to identify and correlate parts, mark assembly lines, and provide part identifiers in automated assembly lines. Markers can be
created using a CAD file, an assembly drawing, a product drawing, or a combination of drawings and CAD drawings. Once a
marker is created, it can be used to generate the CAD pattern. Marker tracking Marker tracking and part location 520fdb1ae7
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